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One person really can

make a difference.
We can't all be stars, but

in this world of seven billion
souls it is wonderful to know
that one person can still make
an impact. 

This year we at the Kerr
Center are celebrating a 
milestone: the 40th year of
service by our President and
CEO Dr. James E. “Jim” Horne.
Jim came to Kerr Center fresh
out of OSU, with an M.S. in
Agricultural Economics, 
a young man eager to put his education to
good use serving farmers.  

And so he has, with extraordinary dedication.
Not only has Jim kept a sure hand on the

rudder of the good ship Kerr Center, guiding it
down the rocky river of change, he also has
contributed greatly to the success of other
organizations and programs. Jim was instru-
mental in the establishment of the USDA's
Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education Program (SARE).  And he has
worked hard for more than twenty years to
make it relevant and effective, serving in a
variety of leadership roles. His steadfast
support has, without a doubt, contributed 
to its growth and remarkable success.   

Jim has also shown the same kind of
unwavering support for Land Legacy,
Oklahoma's only statewide land trust. His
willingness to nurture this fledgling organization
was key to its survival and expansion.  

Over the years, Jim has
lent his voice, expertise and
experience to a diverse array
of causes: from groups
working for fair markets
(Organization for Competitive
Markets) to grant programs
supporting farmer-entrepre-
neurs, to a task force looking
at the causes and solutions
for hunger and poverty in
Oklahoma, and notably, as
first director of the Oklahoma
Food Policy Council, which

spearheaded the establishment of farm-to-
school programs in Oklahoma. 

Over the last few years, Dr. Horne's plan
to remake the center's headquarters, the 
historic Kerr Ranch, into a “destination for
education” in sustainable agriculture, has
become a reality. Folks from around the
region are coming to the center for workshops
and field days. With the launch of our begin-
ning farmer and rancher program, many more
will come and learn ways to make their farms
and ranches sustainable– for the benefit of
themselves and the generations to come.

When you look at the arc of change, you
will find that it is largely comprised of small
acts– times when someone had a dream,
took a stand, lent a hand. After all, from small
seeds one day big trees come. Those small
actions add up. 

Jim's continuing work shows the real 
difference one person can make.

Congratulations, Jim!

Forty Years of Service
–Maura McDermott
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It's been a little over ten years

since The Next Green Revolution:

Essential Steps to a Sustainable

Agriculture was published by

Haworth/Food Products Press. For me

and Kerr Center President Jim Horne

it was the culmination of five years of

work– researching and writing a book

that we hoped would be widely read,

and stimulate positive change. 

For Jim, it was an opportunity to
share his years of experiences working
with farmers and how he came to support
sustainable agriculture. We described pro-
jects at the Kerr Center and laid out basic
principles and practical ideas that farmers
and ranchers could use.

At the time it was published it was
hailed as a groundbreaker– readable,
engaging and convincing. The book
went through two printings, and then
a third for farmers in developing
countries such as India. 

Ten years later the information in
the book is more relevant than ever
and the principles it outlines are being
held up as a blueprint for the agriculture
of the future. 

In a new book, "Save and Grow," the
UN's Food and Agriculture Organization
has called for a paradigm shift, a new
approach to agriculture, in order to feed
the world, protect the environment and
make farms, especially smaller scale
operations, more profitable. 

Its sustainable intensive production
approach incorporates just the principles
we set forth in The Next Green

Revolution. Around the world farmers
are putting these principles into practice
and having tremendous success raising
yields and preserving the natural resources
upon which agriculture depends. 

When you write a book, you send
it out to the world and hope it will be
read. So it is gratifying that The Next

Green Revolution is still in print and
now, an e-book. It's available in
libraries from Oklahoma to Australia
and all points in between– 452 at last
count– on the shelves of community
libraries as well as in the collections of
universities such as Oklahoma State,
Harvard and Stanford. 

It is being read by college students,
grass roots study groups and most
important, by farmers and ranchers
who want to make their operations
more sustainable. In June, it will be
reprinted for the fourth time, by our
new publisher, Taylor and Francis/CRC.

At the Kerr Center we continue to
practice what we preach. “Innovate,
demonstrate, educate” is our motto.
We test new ideas. We take risks, so
that the farmers and ranchers we work
with in Oklahoma, Arkansas and
nearby states, don't have to.

Our reach might be global, but
our focus will always be local.

Visit www.kerrcenter.com to read

excerpts, reviews or to order.

Around the
World and
Home Again 
–Maura McDermott
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“The Resilient Farmer: Organic 
Market-Farming for Uncertain Times”
is a workshop coming up at the Kerr Center 

on Saturday, April 28, from 9-4:30.

Participants will learn about innovative approaches to
building soil fertility and becoming more self-sufficient on
the farm. 

Emphasis will be on building soil fertility for sustainable
market farming. Participants will learn about cover crops,
green manures, rotations, compost, compost tea, organic
no-till, bermuda grass suppression using cover crops, and
care of the soil food web.

Chief presenter will be soil-health expert Steve Diver.
Diver is a former OSU Extension Horticulturist/Agriculture
agent (Muskogee and McIntosh counties) with 30 years of
experience working in organic and sustainable agriculture.
He developed an interest in soil health as the basis for healthy
crops and nutrient dense food as an agriculture specialist with
NCAT's "ATTRA - National Sustainable Agriculture Information
Service" program in Northwest Arkansas.

Steve has lectured and published widely on the soil food
web, composts, compost teas and microbial inoculants, and
organic production. In 2010, he established the Agri-
Horticultural Consulting firm in Austin, TX, which specializes
in soil analysis and eco-agricultural consultancy services. 

Also presenting will be George Kuepper, Kerr Center's
horticulture manager, and Luke Freeman, horticulture assistant. 

The Kerr Center's certified organic Cannon Horticulture
Project is the model for the organic methods to be explored
in the workshop. Participants will have the opportunity to
see and learn about the center's organic production methods.

In these challenging times, says Kuepper, farms and
farmers must be resilient. These challenges include climate
change and its accompanying extreme weather, as well as
possible supply disruptions and higher prices for fertilizers
and chemicals.

This educational event is presented with the support of
a USDA NRCS Conservation Innovation Grant (CIG). 

Cost: $35 includes lunch. Space is limited: registration
must be received by April 23. Visit www.kerrcenter.com and
click on calendar of events for more information and to
download a registration form or to register through Paypal or
by credit card. (Note: registration is free for CIG cooperators
and OKBFRP participants.)

Make Your Farm More Resilient April 28

AGENDA
8:30 am Registration

9:00 am Welcome

9:15 am-10:30 am Tour of Cannon Horticulture
Project (Focus on bio-extensive
crop rotations, cover cropping,
organic no-till) – George Kuepper
& Luke Freeman

10:45 am -12:00 pm Organic Matter Management for
On-Farm Fertility – Steve Diver

12:00 pm -1:00 pm Lunch  

1:00 pm-2:30 pm Composting Systems, Compost
Quality and Usage, Compost Teas
and Liquid Compost Extracts –
Steve Diver, assisted by George
Kuepper & Luke Freeman

2:45 pm- 4:30 pm Using a Soil Test to Develop a Soil
Fertility Program – Steve Diver

REGISTRATION FORM
(Must be received by April 23rd)

Name:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Phone:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Email:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cost: $35 includes lunch. Space is limited. 

Visit www.kerrcenter.com and click on calendar

of events for more information or to register

online using a credit card. 

(Note: registration is free for CIG cooperators

and OKBFRP participants.)

Mail Form  and check to:

Kerr Center

P.O. Box 588, Poteau, OK 74953
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KERR CENTER PHOTO GALLERY
Above - Farmer-cooperators in the Resilient Farm Program met on Feb. 25. (Funded by NRCS CIG).

Below - Livestock producers bundle up for "Beginning Rancher" training, see story next page.

The first horticulture session in the Oklahoma
Beginning Farmer and Rancher Program was held
on Saturday, March 10th. Horticulture Projects
Manager George Kuepper and Horticulture
Assistant Luke Freeman addressed the fundamentals
of organic farming and gardening, especially the
challenging topic of how to put a production
system together. The key elements in that discus-
sion were crop rotation, cover crops, and compost.
The Kerr Center's Cannon Horticulture Project was
the model for presentation and discussion. Also
covered: organic regulation and certification.

Toward the end of the day, group went out-
doors for activities including a tour of the Cannon
site, a demonstration of soil sampling procedures,
and how to seed and grow vegetable transplants
using soil blocks and hand-rolled paper pots. Each
participant prepared a tray of tomato, pepper and
eggplant starts to take home and grow in the
coming season.

Oklahoma Beginning Farmer and Rancher Program Gets Underway

The center’s George Kuepper and Ann Wells lead
the hort group in outdoor activities.

Joshlin White-Turner from Allen,
Texas, presses out soil blocks which

will be used to grow tomato,
pepper, and eggplant transplants.
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SEEING GREEN: LEARNING THE GRASS BUSINESS

OKBFRP: 1st Livestock Session
–Maura McDermott

The livestock track of the 2011-2012 Oklahoma

Beginning Farmer & Rancher Training Program

kicked off the year with a session on Saturday, February 11.

Students included folks of all ages raising a variety of
livestock, from sheep to cows. Making the most of on-farm
resources and making a profit were common concerns.

In her introduction to the morning classroom portion,
Kerr Center Livestock Manager Mary Penick gave an
overview of the Kerr Center's livestock programs, empha-
sizing the move away from hay and toward stockpiled
forage for winter feeding.

Le Flore County Extension Educator Brian Freking dis-
cussed soil sampling procedures and interpretation of soil
test results. Dr. Ron Morrow, retired from a career as an
NRCS grazing specialist, followed with a presentation on
forages, hay, and feeds.

Morrow grows grass-fed beef on his Northwest Arkansas
farm and says he can barely keep up with demand.

His basic message: “Know what is growing in your pastures.”
“You're not in the livestock business; you're in the

grass business,” he said. “I want you to treat that pasture
like a feed trough.”

Morrow practices rotational (management intensive)
grazing and divides his pastures with polywire. He walks
his pastures regularly to see what is growing. 

"I want to walk in my pastures any time of year and
see something green out there." 

He said cool and warm season grasses grow equally
well on his farm. And he likes to see diversity: grasses,
legumes, annual weeds. Annual “weeds” such as crab
grass, even buttercup and chickweed, are nutritious and
essential parts of the mix.

“No matter what animal you are grazing, crab grass is
great,” he remarked. “The system works because of annuals.” 

His goal: to feed hay only one month per year. “If you
are feeding hay more than two months a year you are not
managing your pastures well,” he added.

In the afternoon, participants braved frigid temperatures
and blustery winds for hands-on outdoor sessions. Topics
included soil sampling, hay and forage sampling, and

body condition scoring.
One important aspect of this program, which is aimed

at those who have been farming fewer than ten years, is
the opportunity to get to know and learn from your fellow
students. During the hands-on-sessions, students get to
work together.

On November 12, everyone participating in this year's
training met for the program's first session in Poteau. The
topic was “Planning for Success.” Kerr Center agricultural
economist David Redhage led the session, along with J J
Jones of OSU Extension. Students learned about setting
goals, whole farm and sustainable business planning and
accounting, selecting new enterprises and risk management. 

The training program is divided into two tracks, livestock
and horticulture, with Saturday sessions once a month
alternating between the two. 

Books, workbooks and presentations from the sessions
to date are available to everyone on the Beginning Farmer
& Rancher Program page on the Kerr Center website:
www.kerrcenter.com/beginning-farmer/. Click on “course
materials.” More will be added as the year and course
progress.

The three year project is being funded by a Beginning
Farmer and Rancher Development Grant from the USDA's
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA).
Participants receive scholarships to attend. Next year's
classes begin later this year. Check the website for details.

Beginning Ranchers learned techniques to gauge animal health,
practicing on Kerr Center goats.
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Management for diversity has

long guided practices on the

Kerr Stewardship Ranch.  One nor-

mally lower-profile aspect of that

diversity will soon take a turn in the

spotlight, with the help of an

Oklahoma Conservation Innovation

Grant (CIG) to develop habitat for

native pollinators. 

Though tiny, pollinators have an
outsized economic impact. By enabling
many crop plants to make fruits and
seeds, they provide a valuable
ecosystem service.  

Pollinators are responsible for pol-
linating about 35% of all crop plants -
an activity worth $18 to $27 billion of
the value of crops produced in the
U.S., and up to $217 billion world-
wide.  That works out to about one
out of every three mouthfuls of food
or drink swallowed by human beings.

Nowadays, the non-native
European honeybee (Apis mellifera)

does much of the work of crop 
pollination. Over the past fifty years,
the amount of U.S. cropland relying
on honeybee pollination has
doubled, even as the numbers of
bees have dropped by anywhere
from 50% in managed hives to 
70 -100% in feral populations.

Numerous pests and diseases
have contributed to the sharp decline

in honeybee numbers. Chief and
most recent among these is colony
collapse disorder (CCD), an as-yet
poorly understood malady that has
caused up to 50% losses in a quarter
of commercial hives since 2006.

This alarming decline in the
numbers of honeybees has sent polli-
nation costs skyrocketing over the
past few years, and cast doubt on
the sustainability of honeybee-based
crop pollination over the long term.  

Similar falls in the number of
native bee pollinators compound that
bad news. Unlike the multi-factored
and mysterious causes of honeybees'
decline, though, a single problem
lies at the roots of most native bees'
troubles: habitat loss.

Native Know-How
Managing for native pollinator

habitat thus stands out as one
obvious strategy for resilience in 
agriculture, and research supports
the idea. One study in California
found that watermelon farms with
more than 30% of the surrounding
area (out to 3/4 of a mile) in native
pollinator habitat could achieve full
pollination by native bees.

A follow-up study found that
vigorous populations of native bees
as much as tripled production of
crops including cherry tomatoes,
melons, and clover. Another showed
that, in the absence of honeybees,
canola growers earned greater

profits by leaving 30% of their
acreage in native pollinator habitat
than by planting it all to canola.

The more than 4,000 species of
native bees in North America cur-
rently provide an estimated $3
billion worth of pollination services,
but they may come to play a much
greater potential role if they fill the
niches left by declining honeybee
populations.  

Active earlier in the season and
in the day than honeybees, native
bees can outwork honeybees. The
blue orchard bee (Osmia lignaria)

forages some 33 hours in five days,
as compared to 15 hours for honey-
bees, and as few as 250 individuals
can cover the same acre that would
take a hive of a few thousand honey-
bees to pollinate.

One of the most important func-
tions of native habitat is to provide a
mix of species, some of which will be
in bloom - and thus providing nectar
to feed native pollinators - both before
and after the crop itself. Locally native
flowers, logically enough, provide the
best habitat for native bees.

Plants intended for pollinator
habitat can and should play other
roles in the landscape. Planted in
buffer strips, riparian areas, and highly
erodible soils, pollinator habitat plants
can help to control erosion. They also

Native Pollinators 
Find Friendly Flora
at the Kerr Center
— Wylie Harris
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support populations of other beneficial
insects, potentially reducing the need
for pesticides. Both the plants and the
insects they support also provide food
for other wildlife species, including
birds and mammals.

Management practices on the
farmed acres can make a difference
as well. For example, researchers in
Virginia found that no-till farms counted
three times as many native squash bees
as neighboring conventional farms.
Plastic mulch is not recommended.

Recognition of the benefits of
native pollinators has even penetrated
Capitol Hill, with Farm Bill programs
now funding the development of on-
farm native pollinator habitat.
Relevant programs include the
Environmental Quality Incentives
Program (EQIP), the Wildlife
Habitat Incentives
Program (WHIP),
the Conservation
Stewardship
Program (CSP), and
the Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP).
Pollinators must now also
be considered in the review
of NRCS Practice Standards.

Native Pollinator Habitat
at the Kerr Center

The Kerr Center Stewardship Farm
and Ranch already implements many pol-
linator-friendly practices. Management
intensive grazing can be timed to
maintain native pollinator habitat.  

Insecticides directly affect native
pollinators, but the widespread use of
herbicides can also have a negative
effect on pollinators by removing
pollen and nectar food sources. The
ranch makes minimal use of both; it
deploys herbicides mainly by spot
spraying to control brush and noxious
weeds in pastures, and insecticides are
limited to medications for deworming

and ear tags for fly control.  
This limited use of chemicals and

the Kerr Center livestock management
program are examples of how to
maintain habitat for native pollinators
in the landscape of a working ranch.

The grant will fund a number of
activities to build upon these pollina-
tor-friendly practices on the ranch.
Central among these are plantings
that will serve as outdoor classrooms.
Plantings will emphasize plants native
to eastern Oklahoma and those asso-
ciated with native pollinators.

The Kerr Center will use these
outdoor classrooms to teach proper
planting, plant identification, and
management techniques for native
pollinator habitat. Audiences for this
training include students, teachers,

and NRCS employees.
The certified organic

Cannon
Horticulture plots

will host one of
the plantings, with

the others being estab-
lished at two riparian area
locations. At one of the

riparian area sites, the Kerr
Center will install a stabilized

stream crossing point, of the type
already used elsewhere on the ranch,
within the riparian area native pollinator
habitat. This will further demonstrate
the compatibility of native pollinator
habitat with a working ranch operation.

To complement these classrooms
and their use, the grant will also fund
the development of plant identification
cards, as well as a web-based pollina-
tor-friendly plant identification page. 

The “Native Pollinator Education

for Eastern Oklahoma” project is sup-

ported by a “state level” Conservation

Innovation Grant (CIG) from the

Natural Resources Conservation Service

(NRCS), U.S. Department of Agriculture.

EXPERT PARTNERS:

The Xerces
Society
The Kerr Center's partner organization

on this grant is the Xerces Society for

Invertebrate Conservation.  Since 1971,

this nationally recognized nonprofit

organization has worked to protect

wildlife through the conservation of

invertebrates and their habitat. The 

The Xerces Society provided much of 

the information in this article.

Further information
XERCES SOCIETY 
www.xerces.org

This comprehensive site is a gold mine

of information, much of it free.

Free download:

Enhancing Habitat for Native Bees

Farming for Bees

Available to buy: 

Attracting Native Pollinators

Published 2011, 380 pages

SARE PUBLICATIONS
(free electronic versions):

How to Manage the Blue Orchard Bee

http://www.sare.org/Learning-Center/

Books/How-to-Manage-the-Blue-

Orchard-Bee 

Managing Alternative Pollinators: 

A Handbook for Beekeepers,

Growers and Conservationists

http://www.sare.org/Learning-

Center/Books/Managing-Alternative-

Pollinators 

Training for NRCS & Extension May 17

Xerces Society will conduct a workshop

on native pollinators specifically for ag

educators at the Kerr Center in Poteau.

Check www.kerrcenter.com for more

details. 
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The Kerr Center's recent work with
sweet potatoes began with an initial
season's comparison of varieties and
cultural techniques in 2010 (see Field

Notes, Fall 2011). For 2011, staff
conducted a more formal, replicated
variety trial; the best-performing
varieties from that effort are being
used in another trial this year.

A report detailing the 2010
results is free from the Kerr
Center's website (along with other
reports on several other recent
heirloom variety trials). A compan-
ion 2011 report will be out later
this year; for now, here's a sneak
preview of the results.

The 2011 sweet potato trial included
twelve varieties (see table), each of
which was planted in three replicated
plots.  Slips were planted every one
foot in twenty-foot long plots, with five
feet between rows.

Horticulture staff initially attempted
to harvest sweet potatoes using a

tractor-mounted moldboard plow, but
the plow caused so much damage that
the roots were hand-dug instead.
Pulling tops and digging roots added
up to just under two and a half person-
hours of labor time per 280-foot row.

The table shows the varieties ranked
in order of yield. For comparison, OSU
suggests a target yield of 300 bushels
of number-one grade sweet potatoes

per acre. Other published yield targets
range from 220 to 420 bushels per acre.

The Kerr Center did not grade its
sweet potatoes, which inflates the
trial's reported yields. On the other
hand, both the row spacing (25-35%
wider than common), and the assumed
weight of a bushel (55 lbs. in the Kerr
trial vs. 50 lbs. in the published targets

mentioned above) pull the reported
yields back downward. Taking these
factors into consideration, horticulture
staff feel that the five top-yielding
varieties in the trial, at least, produced
economically acceptable yields.

Individual growers' yields will vary
with site and weather conditions; the
point of these reported yields is to
demonstrate the relative performance

of the different varieties in the trial. 
Kerr Center staff were also

polled for an informal taste test of
the varieties in the trial; results are
shown in the table. Varieties are
rated for both flavor and texture on
a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being
the best.

“Almost all of these heirloom
sweet potato varieties did very well
in the trial, considering the drought-
like conditions and extreme tempera-

tures they endured,” says horticulture
program assistant Luke Freeman. While
the sweet potatoes did receive supple-
mentary moisture via drip irrigation, he
says, “It is a testament to the resilience
of this crop that we were able to get
such yields during a summer with
record-high temperatures and record-
low precipitation.”

Many gardeners are familiar with the “three sisters” crop

combination of corn, beans, and squash common to Native

American agriculture at the time of first European contact.  

Corn plants provided a trellis for bean vines, bean roots fixed

nitrogen that would later replace what the current season's 

corn removed, and spreading squash leaves shaded out weeds.

That system is the inspiration for the latest trial in the

Cannon Horticulture plots. “The trial is set up to observe

the suitability of the Three Sisters companion crops for

sustainable organic production,” says Freeman. 

“One question I have is whether the Three Sisters

will work in a row-planted design adapted for the use 

of mechanical tillage and other modern equipment,”

he explains. “The Sisters are traditionally planted

in mounds in a more checkerboard pattern, so

I am having to adapt that planting scheme

to fit our management of the CHP.”

“I am also treating this as a variety trial, so the four pole

bean varieties and the four squash varieties will be assessed

based on their performance, yield, and compatibility in the

Three Sisters planting scheme.”

The Three Sisters field trial will feature heirloom  varieties

of flour corn, pole beans, and winter squash / pumpkins:

•  One heirloom flour corn variety (“Texas Gourdseed”)

• Four heirloom pole bean varieties (“Hidatsa Shield

Figure,” “True Red Cranberry,” “Kentucky Wonder

Pole,” and “Turkey Craw”)

• Four heirloom winter squash/pumpkin

varieties (“Table Queen Vine” acorn squash,

“Waltham Butternut” squash, “Seminole”

pumpkin, and “Cinderella” pumpkin).

SNEAK PREVIEW:

2011 Heirloom Sweet
Potato Trial Results

Three Sisters Trial
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Landlocked as we are here in the Mid-South, we still

experience heavy fog occasionally. There's nothing

quite so risky and disconcerting as driving on a highway

when you can't see what's in front of you or behind you.

You feel disoriented, even lost. You risk damaging your car

and worse - injuring yourself or another. At such a time,

you long for a guiding light to help you understand

where you are and where you can safely go. A beacon. 

And sometimes, working in sustainable agriculture
can be a little foggy. Take bermudagrass.

Nothing discourages organic vegetable farmers more
than bermudagrass. It is probably the most aggressive and
persistent weed they face. Mechanical cultivation is not
adequate, and the hand weeding required is time-con-
suming and getting more expensive every day. But Kerr
Center found a low-cost, sustainable-organic way to
manage bermudagrass using rotation and cover crops.
We've been doing and demonstrating it for years now!

So it made sense when George Kuepper, our
Horticulture Manager, pointed out that Kerr Center is 
“a beacon for sustainable agriculture.” I realized that the
Kerr family provided that beacon long ago. As Ms. Mandrell
would croon, they did it “when sustainable agriculture wasn't
cool”. To save our farms, to keep us safe, to reduce costs.

We started working out sustainable agriculture problems
in a research setting 25 years ago. Besides managing
bermudagrass organically, we've explored and learned
many more sustainable agricultural techniques and strate-
gies such as management intensive grazing, composting,
and growing heritage vegetables. Because of that, we're
positioned to teach others. For example, we are currently
working with six cooperating Oklahoma and Arkansas
farmers who will provide leadership for educating the
wider public through our new Conservation Innovation
program. The first public workshop will be at the Kerr
Center on April 28. Future workshops will be located on
the cooperators' farms. Like beacons along the way.

But here's the challenge. We've had too much success! 
Now that it's better understood, more families are

seeking food that's locally-grown, grassfed, and organic.
Growing numbers of Oklahoma schools - and many outside
Oklahoma - are implementing Farm to School programs,
trying to source fresh food locally.  Our Program Director

Ann Wells keeps telling me, “There aren't enough farmers
to produce this local, sustainably produced food. That's
what I hear almost everywhere I go." 

That's why Kerr Center needs to grow dramatically
to help new farmers and converting farmers meet this
wonderful challenge. 

We are thankful every day for the foresight of the Kerr
Family. And now that “sustainable agriculture is cool,”
Kerr Center needs even more staff and programs and
equipment to carry on the wonderful work begun by our
founding farmers. 

If you are able to help, these are the kinds of things
your gift might be used for to keep that beacon bright:

■ Establish eight purple coneflower plants (native
pollinators) along riparian zones on the ranch in
existing pastures to learn whether they compete
well with bermudagrass - $50

■ Buy an affordable electric fence energizer - $150
■ Cover the cost of sending a staff member to do an

off-site presentation - $200
■ Help staff members who really want to demonstrate

a solar water pump - $800
■ Provide a piece of equipment for demonstration

with the walk-behind tractor - $1,100 
■ Print one issue of our newsletter, Field Notes, that

reaches 20,000 subscribers - $3,000
■ Endow an internship so Kerr can have an extra

intern every year - $355,000

We may have a little fog here occasionally, but it
doesn't disconcert us like it could. Because we know
what friendship is. And we all hold our beacons for
each other. Sometimes, even before it's cool. 

Please give what you can. You are appreciated.
Sincerely,

Jim Horne,
President and CEO

PS. Please make your check payable to “Kerr Center.”
Use inserted envelope or mail to PO Box 588, Poteau,
Oklahoma 74953. Or make your gift at www.kerrcenter.com.
Look for our little red tractor!

For gifts to the endowment, contact Ann Wells at
918.647.9123 or awells@kerrcenter.com.

Keeping the Beacon Bright
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Raising meat goats on pasture can cut feed costs

and boost profits, but weather and parasites 

complicate the picture. New reports from the Kerr

Center for Sustainable Agriculture offer valuable tips 

for producers. In turn, producers can help to further

these efforts by entering their bucks - and now, rams - 

in ongoing pasture performance tests.

Five years ago, Kerr Center and OSU researchers
teamed up with commercial meat goat producers to test
goat bucks' pasture performance. Run every year since
then, the Oklahoma Forage-Based Buck Test (or just “the
buck test”) has gained national recognition as a tool for
improving meat goat genetics for pasture.

Detailed results from the 2011 buck test are now available
free online from the Kerr Center website, www.kerr
center.com, in the latest of the series of annual reports.

This year, a companion report also details lessons
learned from the five years as a whole, including both
management practices and statistical findings. This five-
year summary report also includes lists of winners and
performance data for all years from 2007 - 2011.

Five Years' Lessons, Condensed
Goats only perform at their peak on pasture if

managed in a way that gives them the chance. Learning
how to do that has been as big a part of the buck test's
first five years as screening the animals themselves.

With Oklahoma's up-and-down climate capable of
throwing everything from drought to hurricanes at the
animals, fine-tuning the test to sift the best bucks out of
the bunch has been trickier than it might sound. Over
time, though, the Kerr-OSU buck test has developed a
working, winning system.

Some tips are obvious but essential: keeping ample
shelter and water available at all times helps the animals
cope with weather extremes, whether torrential down-

pours or hundred-plus highs. 
Others tricks are more subtle: changing pastures soon

after a rain gets the bucks onto fresh ground before a new
crop of parasites has time to hatch. This approach uses
the timing of the herd's movements to take the place of
increasingly ineffective chemical dewormers. 

Ending the test before breeding season, so that the
bucks stay focused on feeding rather than fighting, keeps
the scoring from penalizing aggressive breeders.

Though designed to screen for the bucks that perform
best on pasture, the test has also gathered data on how
weather and parasites affect that performance. The five-
year summary report details those findings as well.

The buck test uses FAMACHA scoring, a low-cost
technique for assessing goats' external signs of parasite
infestation, to identify the bucks that require chemical
dewormers. Dr. Nada Nadarajah, an animal geneticist
from Auburn University, has used data from the buck test
to demonstrate that FAMACHA scores also predict which
bucks will gain weight faster during the test.

The Kerr Center has also analyzed the effects of
weather on the bucks' performance, finding that the bucks
gain best during warm, dry summers - when conditions for
parasites are poor. Statistical analysis of these results allow
producers to estimate how much bucks' growth might slow
with a given increase in rainfall or decrease in temperature.

Making Better Bucks on Pasture:

2011 Buck Test Reports,
2012 Buck - and Ram! - Tests 

— Wylie Harris
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GRAND CHAMPION - ADG
(three-way tie)

Breed: Kiko
ADG: 0.36 lb.
Owner: Wes Pinneo
B Bar W Kikos, Kincaid, Kansas

Breed: Kiko
ADG: 0.36 lb.
Owner: Wes Pinneo,
B Bar W Kikos, Kincaid, Kansas

Breed: Kiko
ADG: 0.36 lb.
Owner: Mary Kay Sinclair,
Kikogal Ranch, Coffeen,
Illinois

RESERVE GRAND
CHAMPION - ADG
Breed: Kiko
ADG: 0.35 lb.
Owner: Wes Pinneo, B Bar W
Kikos, Kincaid, Kansas

GRAND CHAMPION - FEC
(four-way tie)

Breed: Kiko
Ending FEC: 0
Owner: Jill Zink, Zink Berry
Farm, Morgantown, Indiana

Breed: Kiko
Ending FEC: 0
Owner: Jean Gullion, MJ
Ironwater Acres, Moody,
Missouri

Breed: Genemaster
Ending FEC: 0
Owner: Randy Penn, Penn
Acres, Riverton, Kansas

Breed: Kiko
Ending FEC: 0
Owner: Wes Pinneo, B Bar W
Kikos, Kincaid, Kansas

RESERVE GRAND
CHAMPION - FEC 
(two-way tie)

Breed: Kiko
Ending FEC:12.5
Owner: Linda Sparks, Goat Hill
Kikos, Porum, Oklahoma

Breed: Kiko
ADG: 0.18
Ending FEC: 12.5
Owner: Wes Pinneo, B Bar W
Kikos, Kincaid, Kansas

TOP HERDSMAN - ADG
Wes Pinneo, B Bar W Kikos,
Kincaid, Kansas
ADG: 0.36 lb.

RESERVE TOP HERDSMAN -
ADG (two-way tie)

Linda Sparks, Goat Hill Kikos,
Porum, Oklahoma
ADG: 0.28 lb.

Jean Gullion, MJ Ironwater
Acres, Moody, Missouri
ADG: 0.28 lb.

TOP HERDSMAN - FEC 
(two-way tie)

Randy Penn, Penn Acres,
Riverton, Kansas
Ending FEC: 20.8

Wes Pinneo, B Bar W Kikos,
Kincaid, Kansas
Ending FEC: 20.8

RESERVE TOP 
HERDSMAN - FEC

Shane Hesterman, Deep
South Kikos, Brooklyn,
Mississippi
Ending FEC: 50

The Kerr Center is calling for entries in the

2012 Oklahoma Forage- Based Buck Test. In

addition, the center is looking for a few

good rams to take part in the new

Oklahoma Forage-Based Ram Test for hair

(meat) sheep.

Sheep and goat producers interested in

testing their bucks' and rams' performance on

forage are invited to enter animals in the

tests, which will run concurrently from mid-

July until late September.

Bucks and rams born between Jan. 1 -

March 31, 2012, are eligible for these tests.

All breeds of meat goat and sheep are

welcome. In past years, participating breeds

in the buck test have included Boer, Kiko,

Texas Genemaster, and Kiko/Boer and

Kiko/Boer Spanish crosses.

The entry fee is $120 per animal, and

nominations are due by June 15, 2012.

For complete information on this year's

tests, and entry forms, visit the Kerr Center

website at www.kerrcenter.com/stewardship/

ok-ram-and-buck-test.html, or call the center.

The test blog will run online updates on

the 2012 test at www.kerrosubucktest.

blogspot.com. 

For more information, contact Mary

Penick by calling the Kerr Center, 

or email  mpenick@kerrcenter.com.

2011 Oklahoma Forage-Based Buck Test Results

2012 Buck (and Ram!) Tests

Forty bucks from ten farms in seven different states competed in the 2011 test.
Overall, the bucks gained an average of 0.23 pounds per day of the test.

New This Year
Upon check-in, producers
must provide the following
sire and dam information
for each entrant to the
best of their capacity:

• Sire Name/Number

• Sire Registration Number
(if registered)

• Sire Birthdate

• Dam Name/Number

• Dam Registration Number 
(if registered)

• Dam Birthdate
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It all started with a pill box of tiny

black seeds and a young woman's

desire to plant her grandpa's

morning glories by the porch. 

Little did she know that those precious
seeds, brought by her ancestors from Bavaria to
an Iowa farm 100 years before, would one day
flower into a community of people who are
changing the world, one seed at a time.

That young woman was Diane Ott Whealy,
co-founder of Seed Savers Exchange (SSE) of
Decorah, Iowa. At the Horticulture Industries
Show in Tulsa in January, she spoke about her
life and the remarkable thirty-five year history of
SSE, recounted in her new book Gathering:

Memoir of a Seed Saver, published in 2011. 
SSE, the nation's premier nonprofit seed-

saving organization, began humbly as a simple
exchange of seeds among passionate gardeners
in 1975. Diane Ott was an Iowa farm girl who
met Kent Whealy on a trip out west with
college friends. They were part of a generation
determined to "get back to the land," have a
simpler lifestyle in a rural community, and be 
as self-sufficient as they could.  

After they married and began their family,
the two discovered they shared an interest that
grew into a passion for them both: heirloom,
sometimes called old-fashioned, varieties of
fruits and vegetables, often handed down

through families. 
Not only are these varieties sentimental

reminders of home; they are adapted to local
growing conditions. The toughest had survived.
Over the years, farmers had saved seeds for the
characteristics they liked-- the best-tasting or
the biggest or the most reliable. 

Diane had first-hand experience with these
heirlooms. Her paternal grandfather had grown
morning glories and a tomato his parents had
brought with them from Bavaria 75 years before. 

Saving seed from this year's plants to be
planted the next was a tradition that kept these
unique varieties alive. As she recounts in her book:

Treasures Lost, Treasures Found: 

The Story of Seed

Savers Exchange

–Maura McDermott
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He [Grandpa Ott] took pride in his

morning glories, which grew on the east side

of the porch. Every year he would train the

vine's heart-shaped leaves up a twin trellis

on the side of the porch.... In the summer,

their porch, enclosed with a wall of morning

glories felt like a special outdoor room, safe

and cozy, and a wonderful place to sit and

listen to my grandparents' stories

Every year just before I went back to

school, I'd help Grandpa pluck seedpods off

the vine. the pods turned beige when they

were ripe and we'd put them into small

glass jars before they burst onto the ground.

We knew that enough seed would fall from

he vines to self-sow But just to be sure,

Grandpa saved extra seed to be planted the

next year, or to give to visitors who admired

those deep purple blossoms. Before long the

entire community was sprouting with

Grandpa Ott's morning glories.

After her grandpa died in 1974, the couple
realized they were the only family members he
had entrusted with his morning glory and tomato
seeds. How easily they might have been lost! 

A Sentimental Journey
In 1974 by writing letters and taking out small

ads in various "back to the land" magazines such
as Mother Earth News, they began trying to find
others who were saving heirloom seeds. 

The result: twenty-nine gardeners from all over
the United States and Canada sent 25 cents and a
large envelope to the "True Seed Exchange"; in
return they received a six page publication listing
seed that other gardeners were willing to share. 

The seeds had to open-pollinated, seeds that
could reproduce true-to-type each year, that the
gardener could save, rather than hybrids (see
sidebar). 

Diane Whealy especially liked reading the
letters that enclosed the seeds.  The personal
stories gave life to the seeds, she says.

By the next year the group had grown to 42
members from around the US, and Canada,
Guatemala and Ecuador. They carefully wrote up
descriptions of the varieties and then mimeo-
graphed the 17 page "yearbook," setting up the
machine in the back room of a relative's home.  

This was the beginning of a community. The

“My life has always been connected with 
growing things,  for food or beauty, and 

telling stories about them”

– Diane Ott Whealy
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publication, called a yearbook, soon grew
to 32 pages and membership to 300. They
also began including information about
seed saving itself–how to grow seed cor-
rectly to avoid cross pollination and how to
cure and store the saved seed. 

In 1978, they began listing commercial
seed sources and catalogs that offered
open pollinated seeds. Of those seed 
companies first listed, only half are still in
existence today, she notes. Hybrids were
replacing old varieties. Unless there was a
demand, she writes, the old-timers were
dropped from catalogs.

In 1979 they had changed the name of
the yearbook to the Seed Savers Exchange,
which described beautifully just what the
members were doing, saving seed and
exchanging them with others. Once imper-
iled varieties were now being grown, and
offered, by more than one member.

At the same time, the organization
was becoming more than an exchange– it
was becoming a seed bank. We had said,
"We're here, send us your seeds. And
soon our house was overrun with seeds." 

One gentleman, she reports, sent her
a three pound Folgers coffee can full of
seeds. They were given a bean collection
of 1200 different varieties which filled
2200 jars. 

Early on, the Whealys began hosting a
summer campout weekend, where their
members could get to know each other
and swap stories, seeds and know-how.
These first get-togethers included
Oklahomans– Faxon and Mary Stinnett
and Carl and Karen Barnes. 

"The Barnes came from Oklahoma,”
she recalls," with a display of Native
American corns the likes of which none of
us had ever seen." 

Before long the couple had quit their
jobs so they could devote full time to seed
preservation. This was risky– they had four,
soon to be five children. They had no busi-
ness model. We were amateurs, she says,
adding that the true meaning of amateur is
"someone who loves or cares." 

Moon and Stars 
In the mid-1980s the family had

slowly made their way back east, and
established what they called "Heritage
Farm" on five acres in Decorah, Iowa. Fast
forward twenty-five years: Heritage Farm
is 890 acres. It's a big operation, with 70
on staff, a visitor's center, a shop, and a
library. Visitors can tour the various
gardens, see the orchard of pre-1900
varieties of apples and grapes, and admire
the herd of rare White Park Cattle. 

More than 25,000 endangered varieties
are maintained on the farm. This includes
members' family heirlooms, varieties dropped
from commercial seed catalogs, and tradi-
tional varieties from around the world. 

Each year, seed is regenerated in 25
isolation gardens and stored in ideal con-
ditions. Cultural and historical information
on varieties is documented. Collections of
bulbs, tubers and tissue culture of pota-
toes and sweet potatoes are also main-
tained, making the farm more properly
called a "gene bank.” 

Today, Seed Savers Exchange is no
longer the Whealys' baby, but has grown
up to be a non-profit organization with a
life of its own.  

The community of seed savers is alive
and well and now is 13,000 strong. Since
1975, these "backyard preservationists"
have passed on approximately one million
samples of rare garden seeds. 

Seed Savers Exchange Yearbook is
now an encyclopedic volume. In 2011,
13,876 unique varieties were offered,
making it one of the greatest sources of
heirloom varieties in the world.  

The choice offered each year is mind
boggling: 4,000 varieties of tomatoes
alone listed in the latest edition.  

You don't have to be a member to
peruse the gorgeous full-color SSE catalog:
six hundred varieties of heirloom and open
pollinated vegetable and flower seeds for
sale. You can get a packet of Grandpa Ott's
morning glories or try out his tomato–
dubbed “German Pink.” Also available:

An open-pollinated (OP)
variety is one that breeds
true from seed, meaning
the seed saved from the
parent plant will grow off-
spring with the same char-
acteristics. 

Heirloom varieties are OP
varieties with a long history
of being cultivated and
saved within a family or
group.

A hybrid variety, on the
other hand, does not breed
true from seed; hybrid seed
is produced by crossing
two different parent vari-
eties of the same species.
Hybrids do not remain true
in generations after the
initial cross and cannot be
saved from generation to
generation unchanged.

Seed Saving
Sources & Events
SEED SAVERS EXCHANGE
Decorah, IA
www.seedsavers.org
563.382.5990
June 20-22: 32nd Annual
Conference & Campout

■ ■ ■

BAKER CREEK 
HEIRLOOM SEEDS
Mansfield, MO
www.rareseeds.com
417.924.8917 
May 6 & 7: Spring
Planting Festival 

■ ■ ■

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE 
SEED EXCHANGE
Mineral, VA
www.southernexposure.com
540.894.9480
Sept. 14-15: Heritage
Harvest Festival at
Monticello

Check online for more!
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potatoes, garlic, books, seed saving supplies and transplants.
At the heart of Whealy's book, and close to her heart,

are the stories she has collected along with the seeds. 
Take "Emmy's” tomato, which came all the way from

Transylvania to Oregon and was donated to SSE by
Ernestine Bloomberg, who wrote: 

My friend Emmy was born in Transylvania

which used to belong to Hungary. After WWI  it

became part of today's Romania. At the end of

WWII my friend Emmy was expelled (she was of

German descent) and had to leave her house.

As she left in the fall of 1945, she grabbed 

a tomato, managed to keep it throughout the

arduous journey into Germany and kept planting

the seeds of her Transylvanian tomato. I met

Emmy in 1978 in Rosenheim, Germany, and when

we left Germany in 1979, Emmy gave me some

seeds of her Transylvanian tomato. I have planted

this tomato every year...

Sometimes the stories read like treasure hunts. Who
knew there was a "legendary long lost watermelon"? A
watermelon marked with a yellow "moon" and yellow
"stars"...with star-speckled foliage, too...a watermelon
rediscovered by Kent Whealy, after years of searching... 

A treasure lost, and found.

Heirloom varieties, with their diverse
colors, shapes and flavors, jazz up our
plates and spice up our palates. 

But behind the novelty lies a serious
issue: crop diversity (agro-biodiversity).
Experts estimate that in the past 100
years, 75% of the genetic diversity in
agricultural crops has been lost. 

The race is on to save what remains.
If we don't, say many scientists, our
ability to feed ourselves in the future is 
in real jeopardy.    

There are hundreds of species of
crops from wheat to tomatoes to straw-
berries; but within each species there is
much variation, from tens to hundreds to
thousands, of distinct varieties. 

Varieties evolve over millennia
through natural and farmer selection. For
example, farmers have adapted varieties
of maize that flourish in environments as
diverse as the Iowa prairies, the deserts of
northern Mexico, the Andes Mountains
and the tropical islands of the Philippines.
Different varieties of maize may be partic-
ularly high in protein or good for making
tortillas, grits or flour, not to mention
ethanol and high fructose corn syrup. 

It's hard to believe that this kind of
diversity is in danger of disappearing. But
it is. In Mexico, between the 1930s and
today, farmers lost about 80 percent of
their traditional maize varieties. In China
nearly 10,000 wheat varieties were culti-
vated in 1949; by the 1970s only about
1000 were in use. There are over 1,000
documented cultivated varieties of
pecans, but over half of the acreage sown
to pecans worldwide is composed of only
four varieties. Since 1900, 85% of the
known apple varieties have disappeared.

As we've come to depend on a
handful of commercial varieties of fruits
and vegetables, thousands of heirloom
varieties have disappeared. It's hard to
know exactly how many, but a study con-
ducted in 1983 by the Rural
Advancement Foundation International
gave a clue to the scope of the problem.
It compared USDA listings of seed vari-
eties sold by commercial U.S. seed houses
in 1903 with those in the U.S. National
Seed Storage Laboratory in 1983. 

In 1903, commercial seed houses
offered hundreds of varieties. Eighty
years later, many fewer were found. The
number of tomato varieties declined from
408 to 79; lettuce, 497 to 36; muskmelon,

338 to 27; squash, 341 to 40 and so on.
The survey, which included 66 crops,
found that about 93 percent of the vari-
eties had gone extinct.  

When a local population or variety of
a plant becomes extinct, it certainly
reduces the genetic richness of a species.
Why does this matter so much? Because
this “genetic erosion” will make it harder
to meet change head on. 

One can think of varieties of crop
plants as responses to a specific set of
environmental conditions or questions, 
if you will. While so-called improved
varieties may be superior under today's
circumstances, they might not be if there
are changes in climate, soil, pest prob-
lems, availability of good land or avail-
ability of inputs such as fertilizer. 

Having a rich genetic stockpile is
essential. It is really just common sense-
just as a hand of ten cards is more likely
to hold an ace than a hand of three
cards, so are plant “aces” more likely to
be found if more varieties are preserved. 

Taken from: The Next Green Revolution:
Essential Steps to a Healthy, Sustainable
Agriculture and Crop Diversity at Risk: The
Case for Sustaining Crop Collections

The Race is On 
Saving the Treasure
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CALENDAR: SPRING/SUMMER EVENTS
Local Foods Day
April 9 - Oklahoma City (Capitol)

Join the Oklahoma Farm and Food
Alliance and food producers,
health advocates, and chefs who
care about healthy, locally produced
food for Local Foods Day at the
Capitol.

This is an excellent opportunity to
speak with elected officials about
support for the local foods industry
and educate them on the health,
economic, and cultural benefits
that a robust local food system
can have in Oklahoma.

For more information, contact Bud
Scott at bud@okfarmandfood.org.  

WORKSHOP: Specialty Crops
Demonstration Conference
April 12 & May 31 (two parts) - Lane 

This program is designed to
provide demonstration and
hands-on experience of various
aspects of the production of specialty

crops such as herbs and vegetables.
The event will address various
aspects of growing, irrigation, soil
management, business and insurance
considerations, pest management,
and food safety.  Presenters will
include professional horticulturists,
Extension Educators, and growers.
Sign up now to receive program
details and registration information
by contacting Dr. Jim Shrefler at
jim.shrefler@okstate.edu or
580.513.5544.  This event is 
sponsored by the Oklahoma
Cooperative Extension Service,
USDA Risk Management Agency,
and Oklahoma Department of
Agriculture, Food and Forestry.

WORKSHOP: 
The Resilient Farmer
April 28 (register by April 23) - Poteau

Participants will learn about innov-
ative approaches to building soil
fertility and becoming more self-
sufficient on the farm. Emphasis
will be on using on-farm resources

to make compost and compost tea,
and cover cropping and rotations
to build soil fertility and manage
weeds, including bermuda grass,
organically.

Soil health expert Steve Diver will
lead the workshop. With 30 years
of experience in sustainable agri-
culture, Diver has lectured and
published widely on the soil food
web, composts, compost teas and
microbial inoculants, and organic
production.

The Kerr Center's certified organic
Cannon Horticulture Project is the
model for the organic methods to
be explored in the workshop,
which is presented with the
support of a USDA NRCS
Conservation Innovation Grant. 

The $35 registration fee includes
lunch. Register by April 23 at
www.kerrcenter.com. (See p. 3.)

DEADLINE: 
Entries for Oklahoma Forage-
Based Buck and Ram Tests
June 15

The Kerr Center is calling for
entries in the 2012 Oklahoma
Forage- Based Buck and Ram
Tests. The entry fee is $120 per
animal.  Entry forms and rules are
at www.kerrcenter.com.  (See p. 11.)  

To register for Kerr Center
events, and for more
information on these 
and other upcoming 
sustainable agriculture
events, visit the online
events calendar at 
www.kerrcenter.com
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